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SUNDAYS WITH
FRIENDS
   The first weekend of June, I got to visit the
church in Tallinn and bring back Maria to
Tartu. We has lunch with some of the
bretheren there and it was really encouraging. 

   The Sunday after in Tartu we had a welcome
Lunch with Maria, who made enchiladas to
share. It was the largest fellowship meal we
have had since before Covid. 

SUMMER SIZZLE
   The heat has been record breaking here in Estonia. Even the sea is warm enough to
swim in. I was able to help with some pop up cafe's and other outdoor activities with
the volunteer projects I am part of. Tartu even has a misting arch to cool people down
walking down town, While I don't have air conditioning, I am super thankful to have a
fan in my apartment. 

On a side note
This last week I was able to get my second
vaccination at last. I am hoping to visit the

U.S. soon and visit my home in South
Dakota for the first time in two years.

Please pray for me and my journey and
that I can represent the Lord well in all of

our summer projects. 



New Brother In

Christ

Cabin 18 Fun
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   Meet David. I met him three years ago in a
Young Friends program and at Camp Balchyoca. It

has been so cool to see him grow into a God
loving man and chose to follow Jesus. This year at

camp he was baptized into Christ.
The Estonian youth plan and organize the camp
and are no longer dependent on outside help to

make the camp happen. It has been so cool to see
the older campers become counselors and

organizers of the camp. 

   I subjectively have to say, I had the
coolest campers. While they spoke almost

no English, we danced together, had
handshakes, and good times together. They
were a joy to be with, and we had help with

another counselor who translated. We
worked in two children's camps this

summer and it was nice to be exposed to
another Estonian camp where I got to be a

craft lady :).

Since we have an extra pair of hands
this summer, we are doing an LST

campaign with culture themed parties
and a three day VBS or day camp for
kids. The picture to the left is one we

used for advertising after our first
meeting together in person. 

LST and VBS


